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 Abstract 
5G has seen unprecedented growth in recent times. Its features are paving the way 
for new opportunities, and Network slicing is one of them. Slicing enables 

virtualization across the entire provider network architecture to create on-demand 
network slices that meet service requirements. Because of network slices, new 
verticals are deployed on top of 5G networks. One such vertical that is gaining 
popularity because of its use cases is 5G drones. The 5G-based drone application 
runs on a container orchestration platform while the UAV is connected to the 5G 
network. 
Remote management of UAV applications running on top of a 5G network is 
challenging. Monitoring KPIs related to the cloud and 5G network in near real-time 
will facilitate the management of UAV application running in a network slice. In 
this thesis, we deployed a monitoring stack comprising Prometheus, Zabbix, and 

ELK stack to monitor, store and visualize KPIs. Prometheus collects metrics from 
an application deployed on Kubernetes, while Zabbix gathers metrics from the 5G 
network parallelly in near-real time. The monitoring stack successfully gathers and 
visualizes the KPIs of a 5G based drone application for remote management. The 
deployed monitoring stack will provide insight to a service provider and drone 
players. 
Keywords  Resource monitoring, Prometheus, Zabbix, Network slice, UAV based 

5G application 
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Abbreviations 
 

4G 4th generation 

5G  5th generation 

5G NR 5th generation new radio 

ADB android debug bridge 

APIs application programming interfaces  

AWS amazon web services 

BVLOS beyond visual line of sight 

CAGR compound annual growth rate  

CD  continuous deployment 

cgroups  container group 

CI continuous integration 

CPU central processing unit 

EC2 Amazon elastic compute cloud 

gbit/s giga bits per second 

GCE google cloud engine 

HTTP  hypertext transfer protocol 

ID  identification  

IOT internet of thing 

IT information technology 

JSON  javascript object notation 

K8s kubernetes 

km/h kilometer per hour 

KPI key performance index 

MEC mobile edge computing  

SQL  standard query language 

NaaS network-as-a-service  

NFV network function virtualization  

OS operating system 

PromQL prometheus query language 

QoS quality of service 

RAM random access memory 

REST  representational state transfer 

RPM  red hat packet manager 

RTT round trip time  

SLA service level agreement  

SD service discovery  
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SDN software defined networking 

SNMP simple network management protocol 

ssRsrp 
synchronization signal reference signal received 
power 

ssRsrq  
synchronization signal reference signal received 
quality 

ssSiNR  synchronization signal to interference noise ratio 

TCP transmission control protocol 

UAV unmanned arial vehicle 

UDP user datagram protocol 

UI user interface 

USB universal serial bus 

UUID universally unique identifiers 
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1 Introduction 
 

The unprecedented growth of 5G technology has unlocked a broad range of 

opportunities for the world. Its high data rate, exceptionally low latency, and 

large capacity impact the industrial and social environment. As a successor 

to 4G, it has a 10-100 times higher data rate with a peak throughput of around 

10gbit/s, end-to-end delay of less than 10ms, and density of connected 

devices 10-100 times higher. The list of application scenarios in 5G 

communications has broadened as compared to existing hotspot and 

comprehensive area coverage scenarios due to low latency, low power 

consumption, high reliability, massive connections, and high data rates [1]. 

Thanks to these features, new verticals are deploying on top of 5G. 5G 

unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are one of the verticals that have received 

exceptional interest. 

The market for UAVs has grown unprecedentedly in the recent decade 

and it is expected to grow from USD 26.2 billion in 2022 to USD 38.3 billion 

in 2027 [2]. In the next five years, the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 

of UAV market is estimated to be 7.9%. Wireless communication technology 

is the essential enabler for unlocking the potential of UAVs because the 

adoption of cellular networks as a communication infrastructure will enable 

BVLOS applications, in which a UAV operator may fly its drones distant from 

the control center [3]. Developments in 5G can accommodate competing 

requirements such as ultra-reliable low-latency communication and a high 

transmission rate for various UAV services. These capabilities can help UAVs 

satisfy the demanding criteria of their applications and attain their full 

potential. Based on these criteria and the vast number of UAV use cases, it is 

clear that a complex architecture is required to enable UAV services in mobile 

communications networks. 

Service providers are implementing cloud computing and other 

technologies to provide 5G communication for future services. The main goal 

of implementing cloud computing is to provide Mobile Edge Computing 

(MEC) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) features for 5G services. 

Infrastructure virtualization is the primary facilitator of network slicing since 

it allows for the instant deployment of new services and reconfiguring 

existing services in conventional equipment. Virtualization of network 

resources enables "a vertical to deploy and orchestrate its services 

independently" [4]. A network slice with dedicated QoS guarantees may be 

provisioned for each service. This resource management strategy assures 

vertical and services isolation and infrastructure sharing, lowering operator 

costs. Isolation ensures that one slice does not have any effect on the other 
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slice. The ability to reconFigure slices on the fly is another crucial benefit that 

enables proper infrastructure and services management. 

 1.1 Objective of the Thesis 
 

Launching and remotely managing UAV applications on top of a cloud 

network integrated with mobile telecommunication networks is challenging. 

However, monitoring cloud and mobile wireless network resources can 

facilitate remote management of a UAV application running in a network 

slice. Currently, there is no monitoring solution for UAV applications that 

can monitor the performance of UAV applications running in a cloud 

network and UAVs connected to a 5G network parallelly. Monitoring 

provides a clear point of view in terms of resource utilization and quality of 

service provided. Efficient slice management can be achieved by monitoring 

metrics grouped into key performance indicators (KPIs). Therefore, this 

thesis aims to develop a near real-time monitoring solution to gather and 

visualize KPIs related to 5G-based drone application running in a network 

slice and communicating with UAVs over a 5G mobile network. Real-time 

monitoring will bridge a gap between 5G KPI validation and challenging UAV 

use cases. Several open-source tools will be integrated to develop a near real-

time monitoring stack that will scrap and collect the metrics from the cloud 

network and the UAV. These collected KPIs will then be stored within the 

database stack, from which the visualization tool will query and extract these 

KPIs and visualize them in near real-time monitoring dashboards.  

 1.2 Structure of the Thesis 
 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the basic 

concepts of cloud computing, microservices and the significance of network 

slicing followed by an introduction to cloud monitoring and its importance. 

Chapter 3 offers a review of the open-source tools used during the 

implementation of this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the 

proposed monitoring stack for a 5G-based drone application. The chapter is 

divided into network slice, UAV, and elasticsearch logstach kibana (ELK) 

stack side implementations. Chapter 5 details the evaluation of the KPIs 

gathered using the proposed monitoring stack. Chapter 6 summarizes the 

thesis and proposes further work that may be done to advance the findings 

of this study. 
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2 Cloud Computing 
 

This chapter discusses the evolution of cloud computing and microservices. 

Next, essential network slicing and cloud monitoring ideas are introduced 

because they are essential for comprehending the information in the 

following chapters. 

 2.1 Cloud Computing and microservices 
 

Cloud computing is a method of accessing software or other IT services on 

demand by utilizing the Internet. Users share infrastructure resources and 

software. With cloud computing, resources and costs are shared. Users may 

pay as they go and utilize what they need at any given moment, lowering their 

overall costs. Cloud computing is also a business model. Cloud computing 

solution providers are software, hardware, platform, and storage vendors 

who supply their services via the Internet. "It is a collection of computer 

resources, software, and services available via a distributed network of 

servers" [5]. 

Cloud computing is the most recent manifestation of a long-running quest 

to increase computer resources' flexibility, adaptability, and efficiency. The 

advent of operating systems with multi-tasking features enabled numerous 

users to use the same physical hardware simultaneously. This tendency is 

also evident in the widespread use of commodity hardware rather than 

customized servers. This commodity hardware is abstracted away through 

virtualization, changing it into a computing platform, an abstracted 

environment for doing calculations. Virtualization also helps in developing 

up containerized environment.  

Containers are a lightweight solution for developers to deploy and 

maintain applications [6]. Using a Linux kernel feature cgroups, users can 

limit the resources available to a process. Using cgroups, the resources such 

as memory, CPU, disk, and network can be restricted depending on the 

requirement. Containers on the host share the same kernel resources, which 

are available to other processes running on the same host. The key difference 

between containers and other normal process is that containers are restricted 

to their environment and cannot access other processes' environments. 

Namespaces provide this isolation to containers. Containers with resource 

limiting and namespace isolation enable OS-level virtualization, and because 

of their smaller resource footprint, it allows for improved application 

performance as opposed to full virtualization [7], [8]. 
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Containers are the building block of microservices architecture[9].  An 

application is divided into numerous services running in the form of 

containers with the help of microservice architecture. Each service provides 

a single function that is independent and communicates with other 

containers using APIs.  The critical organizational benefit of this architecture 

is that each service is developed and maintained by different teams allowing 

easier management, troubleshooting, and decision-making in terms of 

upgrades [10]. While container technologies like Docker make it simple to 

install and run all of these services, the management of these microservices 

still has to be done by system administrators across the whole infrastructure. 

It is the part where Orchestration comes into the picture. Orchestration is the 

administration of an application's infrastructure during its whole lifecycle: 

deploying, provisioning, running, modifying, and terminating. The most 

well-known orchestrator in today's world is Kubernetes. The main objective 

of Kubernetes is to simplify the responsibility of orchestration of complex 

microservices architecture. 

 2.2 Network slicing 
 

"A network slice is an end-to-end logical network composed of separated 

virtual resources on a common physical infrastructure" [11]. These network 

slices are given to customers to meet different service requirements.  The 

critical aspect of 5G networks is network slicing. Network slicing is a 

network-as-a-service solution that allows network slices to be conFigured for 

various and complex 5G communication scenarios.  

Network slicing allows for the development of parallel virtual 

communication networks on top of a shared cloud architecture. Rather than 

handling and managing traffic of different services on a single general-

purpose network, with the help of network slicing, different services will be 

transmitted via parallel but separate federated networks that are 

architecturally and functionally adapted to their fraction's requirements. The 

key benefits of this method include the capacity to develop on-demand 

isolated networking solutions that are suited for applications and 

flexible.Infrastructure virtualization is a crucial enabler of network slicing 

since it enables the instant creation of a slice for a new service in conventional 

hardware. Because of network slice, numerous verticals can coexist on the 

network and deploy and orchestrate its services. Specifically, a slice with 

dedicated QoS assurances may be provisioned for each service. 

Network slicing is a critical component of the UAV application 

architecture since it guarantees that different services can coexist, and that 
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each user receives the same quality of service that they demand. The concept 

of network slicing is essential to 5G NR, allowing several verticals and 

services to coexist on the same physical infrastructure. Monitoring specific 

metrics grouped as KPIs can result in efficient slice management. Network 

Slices running UAV applications can be managed and monitored by UAV 

verticals. The link between 5G ecosystems and UAV necessitates the 

development of particular abstractions that might provide UAV players with 

insight into the resources provided by telco operators [12].  
 2.3 Cloud Monitoring 
 

"The technique of analyzing the health of cloud-based IT infrastructures 

is known as cloud monitoring" [13]. Organizations may utilize cloud-

monitoring solutions to monitor the performance and availability of their 

cloud. Cloud monitoring is also used to detect and troubleshoot the issues 

before they negatively influence the quality of service for users [14]. Ideally, 

it works in real-time alongside its hybrid and on-premises counterparts. This 

improves visibility throughout the environment, including storage, 

networks, and applications. Cloud monitoring solutions' essential functions 

include measuring the usage and traffic of cloud-hosted resources. 

As a result of the growth of modular application architectures, 

organizations now face a complicated situation where microservices are 

communicating with each other across the whole network, and organizations 

need insight into them.  Intercommunication between services mainly occurs 

through the internet. The internet has grown into the significant transport 

layer for enterprises. Without proactive monitoring, organizations are at the 

risk of not providing agreed quality of services. This would affect their 

reputation, decrease productivity, and harm revenue. 

Monitoring of cloud resources is equally essential to cloud service 

consumers as it is to cloud service providers. It is a critical tool in terms of 

managing software and hardware infrastructure. It also offers information 

about the platform and applications running on it in the form of KPIs [15]. 

The various issues on which cloud monitoring has an influence are discussed 

further below. Resource and capacity: Prior to the widespread use of Cloud Computing, 

application and service developers faced significant challenges in resource 

and capacity planning [16]. Capacity and Resource Management: For capacity and resource 

management of complex systems such as a cloud, monitoring of resources is 

necessary for maintaining the quality of services.  [17]. 
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Data Center Management: Services offered by the cloud are generally 

provided via large-scale data centers. Management of these data centers 

through monitoring is necessary for the cloud service provider. Along with 

monitoring data, analysis of metrics is also critical [18]. SLA Management: Service level agreement is a crucial factor while 

providing services to a consumer. SLA management can be achieved using 

monitoring and alerting if the service does not perform well.   [19] Billing: Resource utilization of cloud services is generally used for billing 

purposes. To get resource utilization of cloud services, cloud monitoring is 

used. Monitoring is equally essential to cloud service providers and service 

consumers [20] Troubleshooting: A Cloud's extensive infrastructure presents a 

considerable challenge for troubleshooting since the source of the problem 

must be found in numerous possible components, each of which is composed 

of several layers [20]. Monitoring is essential for service providers and 

service consumers to troubleshoot the root cause of the problem or failure. 

Cloud Computing is attractive to most consumers since the hardware 

infrastructure upkeep is outsourced to the Providers. Nonetheless, despite 

Providers' efforts, specific infrastructure resources may not perform as well 

as other infrastructure resources [21]. 

Cloud monitoring is classified into two types, one is based on a network, 

and the other is based on computation [22]. Tests based on computation are 

run by the supplier or, in some cases, by third parties. Network-based tests 

are associated with network-layer metric monitoring. In network-based 

monitoring, metrics (latency, jitter, throughput) are generally related to the 

performance of the communication network [23]–[25]. 

It is critical to have observability over the application once it has been 

deployed [26]. Monitoring regularly and continuously checks application 

states to gain an overview of the application. It proactively gathers 

information critical to an application's operation, including server 

availability, request volume, service scalability, and fault frequency. The type 

of collected information varies, for example, logs that reveal interactions 

among program components or statistics calculated from measurements. 

Monitoring also includes the presentation of observability information 

because developers will have difficulty interpreting that information if it is 

not adequately shown, which defeats the objective of monitoring. Various 

monitoring systems have been created and incorporated into computing 

centers throughout the years based on design factors like scalability, high 

availability, automation, dashboards, analytical insight, and customization, 

among many others. Popular tools which facilitate monitoring include 

Prometheus, Icinga, Spiceworks, and Nagios[27].  
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Organizations may use Nagios, one of several robust monitoring 

platforms, to discover and handle network, application, and server issues 

before they become serious [28]. Several isolated Nagios instances can be 

used to offer a scalable solution; however, managing the multiple spinning 

instances becomes exceedingly challenging as size increases. The paid 

version of the Nagios platform provides friendly dashboards, but it faces 

scalability issues, making it less suitable in the case of microservices 

architecture applications. Similarly, despite its outstanding features and 

user-friendly interfaces, the Spiceworks Network Monitoring tool [29] has 

limited scalability and does not support Simple Network Management 

Protocol (SNMP). Icinga is another network monitoring host-based utility 

with a web-based user interface and API. However, distributed 

configurations, on the other hand, might be challenging to implement, and 

the centralized design limits scalability.  

Compared to the monitoring tools discussed above, the proposed 

monitoring stack integrates a 5G-based drone application deployed on 

Kubernetes with Prometheus, a UAV with Zabbix. Both of these monitoring 

tools with ELK to form a monitoring solution. This solution will be scalable 

and be used for discovering system issues, monitoring KPIs, and providing 

insights based on the collected information. Prometheus monitors the cloud 

and application resources, Zabbix monitors the 5G network of UAVs, and 

ELK is utilized for KPI storage and analytics. The suggested comprehensive 

monitoring stack was inspired by general patterns in emerging present and 

future exascale systems. 

 2.4 Summary 
 

The trend in application architecture has changed a lot in recent years. 

Monolithic architecture is replaced with microservices architecture. The 

scalability and efficient resource utilization provided by it has no match. 

Microservices architecture is a collection of different independent services of 

an application. The microservices are generally deployed in an environment 

as containers in a cloud computing network. Cloud computing is the most 

recent version of a long-running quest to improve computer resources' 

flexibility, adaptability, and efficiency. With the introduction of multi-tasking 

operating systems, several users may simultaneously utilize the same 

physical hardware. Since the same hardware is used for deploying different 

applications, isolation between them is necessary for a better quality of 

service and security. In a cloud network, this isolation is generally provided 

by namespaces. Namespace corresponds to network slice functionalities in a 
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5G network. Instead of processing and managing traffic from many services 

on a single general-purpose network, network slicing allows different 

services to be carried across parallel but independent federated networks 

that are structurally and functionally suited to the needs of their portion. 

Once the applications are deployed in a network monitoring of these 

applications is the most crucial task. Several cloud monitoring tools exist, but 

Prometheus is way ahead of them in terms of scalability, complexity, and 

efficiency in cloud network monitoring. Zabbix has no match for network 

monitoring because of lower footprint and highly customizable solution.  
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3 Tools 
 

This chapter discusses the tools used to implement the proposed monitoring 

stack. Prometheus, Helm, Zabbix, and ELK tools are discussed because they 

are essential for comprehending the information in the following chapters. 

 3.1 Prometheus  
 
Prometheus, built by SoundCloud, is an open-source monitoring solution 

with alerting features. It collects and stores the timestamped metrics in the 

form of time series data [30]. Prometheus is an open-source tool that scrapes 

data from HTTP endpoints to collect metrics from targets. Infrastructure 

platforms such as Kubernetes, services, applications, and database manage-

ment systems are all supported “targets.” In conjunction with its accompa-

nying Alert manager service, Prometheus is a versatile metrics-gathering and 

alerting platform. 

The Prometheus system comprises many components that operate with 

each other to monitor and provide information on system efficiency, pattern, 

and behavior. Scrapping is the technique that is used to collect metrics from 

endpoints that are being exposed by the application or services. The Prome-

theus component's design makes it simple to identify and scrape end-

points that produce the metrics. Prometheus saves metrics, which we may 

examine using the Prometheus Query Language (PromQL). The architecture 

of Prometheus is shown in Figure 1. 

The application developer generally uses Prometheus client libraries in 

the application code. These client libraries expose the metrics of these 

microservices to /metrics endpoint. These target applications are then 

discovered by the Prometheus server using its service discovery 

implementation. The server then pulls and stores these metrics from 

/metrics endpoint from the targeted application. In the case of third-party 

applications where client libraries are not used to expose metrics, exporters 

are the way forward. These exporters collect the metrics from the application 

and transform them into Prometheus metrics format, and then the server 

retrieves these metrics. Prometheus usually works on a pull-based 

mechanism, but in the case of monitoring short-lived jobs, pushgateways are 

used. The short-lived jobs send these metrics to the pushgateway, and then 

the pushgateway forward these metrics to the server. Based on the gathered 

metrics, alerts can be conFigured in the alert manager, which sends these 

alerts to a notification channel. These metrics can be viewed using 
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visualization tools such as Prometheus web UI, Grafana, and others.

 Figure 1: Architecture of Prometheus 
 Server 
 

The Prometheus server is in charge of gathering and caching metrics. Moni-

toring job scheduling is controlled by the server, which involves querying 

data sources at a specified querying interval. Monitoring tasks are usually 

defined in scraping configuration directories which are handled by the YAML 

config file. These scraping configurations are updated using the management 

API offered by the Prometheus server. Service discovery techniques in the 

Prometheus server are responsible for identifying the scrape targets.   There 

are multiple ways for Prometheus to discover the target. One is file-based 

discovery, and the other is platform-based discovery. In standard file-based 

discovery, a customizable YAML file contains the list of targets to scrape, 

while in platform-based delivery, targets are discovered based on the plat-

form. The range of platforms that can be discovered automatically is quite 

broad; Kubernetes, Amazon, Azure, and Google Cloud are a few of them. Ser-

vice discovery integrations often connect with the respective APIs to search 

the platform for targets running apps and exporters that Prometheus may 

scrape. 

 Prometheus exporters 
 

Prometheus servers mainly work on pulling data instead of applications 

pushing the metrics to a monitoring solution. Prometheus exporters, as op-

posed to other monitoring solutions, do not depend on applications or agents 

to push the metrics to the monitoring backend. Prometheus exporters collect 

the metrics from services or applications in their format and change the 
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format of these metrics to Prometheus format so that the Prometheus server 

can pull them. Typically, applications are instrumented using Prometheus 

Client libraries which enables an HTTP endpoint where internal metrics are 

exposed, and the Prometheus server scraps them. However, in the case of 

third-party applications, applications cannot be instrumented, so exporters 

come in handy. Exporters are generally single purposed means that for each 

third-party application, we have to deploy a separate exporter, and each ex-

porter requires a dedicated network port. The most famous Prometheus ex-

porter is the node exporter, which exports hardware and kernel metrics as 

physical and virtual machine metrics. There are more than a dozen official 

exporters and around 200 community-developed exporters. 

Pushgateway 
 

Prometheus mainly works on a pull-based mechanism, but a Pushgateway 

component is provided for the applications or system which does not support 

a pull-based mechanism for monitoring.  The Prometheus Pushgateway may 

push short-lived jobs' metrics to ensure critical data is recovered. 

 

 Client libraries 
 

Metrics are generated by applications only once instrumentation is added to 

their code. Monitoring can be added to the applications by adding respective 

Prometheus client libraries depending on the application's language. These 

client libraries are available for almost all of the most used languages, such 

as Java, Python, Go, and so on.  

 Alert manager 
 

The Alert manager handles alerts supplied by client programs, such as the 

Prometheus server or by any other conFigured data source. An alert is gen-

erated by the Prometheus server when a user-defined condition is fulfilled. 

The alerts are then managed by the Alert manager, who sends a notification 

to conFigured users through a built-in notification channel. Alert manager 

instances, once set up, handle alert deduplication, grouping, inhibition, si-

lence, and route to the appropriate recipient. Alerting rules and alert pro-

cessing are two different tasks regarding Prometheus alerting. Alerting rules 

are simple Prometheus queries that are processed regularly by the server and 

these rules are most important in Prometheus alerting.  
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Web UI and visualizations 
 

Prometheus has an excellent and user-friendly web-based user interface. Us-

ers can query the metrics using it is built-in expression browser.  The query 

of data can be combined with expressions to get more insight into the data. 

The outputted data can be graphed over time or presented in a table. Besides 

Prometheus web, UI Grafana can also be used for the same purpose, with 

more customization and features available. It has an advantage over Prome-

theus Web UI because it comes with pre-built dashboards. Grafana is more 

preferred over Prometheus web UI since 2012 after it included the built-in 

functionality for accessing and displaying data collected by Prometheus.  

 

Metrics captured by Prometheus are generally classified into four types 

which are as follows. Counter: One of the most basic metric categories is counter. It is beneficial 

for tracking and appraising values that will only rise. When the value hits a 

certain threshold, it may be reset to zero and measured again depending 

upon the configuration. Gauge: Values that increase or decrease are measured using gauge metrics. 

This covers the amount of RAM currently in use and the amount of CPU us-

age in the last minute.  Summary: Summary contains two counters one with total count of measure-

ments and other with sum of all measurements. It is also used to calculate 

quantiles. Histogram: It is used to represent sample request durations, response sizes, 

and other comparable information. It typically counts in buckets and returns 

the total of all observed data. We can tailor the metric computation to our 

requirements. 

 3.2 Helm 
 

Helm is a Kubernetes deployment tool that automates the design, packaging, 

setup, and deployment of Kubernetes applications and services. Helm is a 

Kubernetes package management in a nutshell. It is the counterpart of apt or 

yum package manager in Kubernetes. Charts may be seen as bundled appli-

cations that Helm generally deploys. It consists of all our pre-conFigured, 

versioned application resources that can be delivered as a single entity. After 

the chart is ready, it may be used repeatedly by anybody. The same chart can 

be used for every setting, which minimizes the difficulty of developing, test-

ing, and deploying something. Simply tweak our chart to ensure it is suitable 

for any environment. 
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Helm contributes by increasing productivity, lowering the complexity of 

microservice deployments, and facilitating the adoption of cloud-native ap-

plications. For deploying an application in Kubernetes, YAML manifest files 

containing the information about Kubernetes objects are written. Writing 

YAML manifest files for an application is intensive and time-consuming, with 

a probability of error. Even for a simple Kubernetes application, at least three 

YAML files need to be written. HELM streamlines this process by combining 

all the YAML manifest required to deploy an application and making a single 

package that can be used to deploy an application in a Kubernetes cluster. 

Helm works on client and server models similar to RPM or DEB pack-

ages on Linux. It allows developers to package and distribute a program for 

end users to deploy. Helm can be used to deploy production-ready apps on 

the Kubernetes cluster. Furthermore, uninstalling installed programs from 

our cluster is as simple as installing them. Helm Charts are just Kubernetes 

YAML manifests packaged together into a single package that can be pro-

moted to our Kubernetes clusters. Once packed, Helm chart can be deployed 

into cluster just by running a single helm install command which greatly sim-

plifying containerized application deployment. 

 "Charts are easy to create, version, share, and publish" [31]. Helm Charts 

can help us to define, install and upgrade all sorts of Kubernetes applications. 

Normally these charts are published to a database called a repository. Artifact 

hub is the default repository used by Helm. A repository can either be public 

or private, depending upon the requirement. A single instance of a helm chart 

deployed to the cluster using Helm is known as a release. Some of the major 

positives of using helm charts are that is boosts productivity, reduces dupli-

cation and complexity, smooth the Kubernetes learning curve and simplifies 

the deployment. 

 3.3 Zabbix 
 

"Zabbix is an open-source distributed monitoring tool for enterprises" [32]. 

It is a free and open-source network monitoring tool designed particularly 

for Linux Computers. Zabbix is a network monitoring program that monitors 

the status and performance of infrastructure, applications, and other 

network components [33]. Zabbix has a built-in mechanism that enables 

users to receive alerts through emails for almost every conFigured event. 

Case of any alert notification helps for a quick response to rectify the 

problem. Based on stored data, robust reporting and visualization are suites 

of Zabbix. 
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Zabbix supports polling as well as trapping. Statistics of stored data in the 
Zabbix server are presented to users through a web-based interface. This user 
interface also provides configuration options along with reports and 
statistics. Since the user interface of the Zabbix server is web-based, it means 
that the monitoring of applications or infrastructure can be done from 
anywhere using this interface. Zabbix, a highly compatible network 
monitoring system, provides many capabilities [34] , which are described be-low.   

• It supports SNMP 
• Monitoring of virtual infrastructure 
• customized metric collection 
• Customized notification based on the severity level 
• automatic actions include remote commands 
• automatic discovery of network devices 
• collecting metrics at desired intervals 
• accessible from anywhere 

 
Zabbix is made up of several main software components. All of the 
architecture's components are described here. 
 Server 
 

"The core component to which agents send availability and integrity 

information and statistics is the Zabbix server" [35]. The Zabbix server is a 

core component of Zabbix architecture with all the configuration and 

operational data. 

 Database storage 
 

Information about configuration and data acquired by Zabbix are saved in a 

database. All collected data is kept in databases such as MySQL, while 

PostgreSQL and SQLite databases can also be used. 

 Web interface 
 

The user interface of Zabbix is web-based. This feature allows us to access the 

Zabbix server on any device from anywhere.  

 Zabbix Proxy 
 

Proxy is an optional component of Zabbix architecture. It is responsible for 

sharing the responsibility and burden of a Zabbix server. It can collect 
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metrics and desired data from targeted applications or infrastructure on 

behalf of the server. 

 Agent 
 

Agents are installed locally on targetted applications or infrastructure. They 

gather the information (metrics) and send them to the Zabbix server for 

storage, visualization, and alerting. Zabbix agents are classified into two 

categories, lightweight, known as Zabbix agent, and extra flexible, known as 

Zabbix agent 2.   

In addition to design, understanding data flow inside Zabbix is critical. To 

construct a data-gathering item, we must first create a host. After the creation 

of the host, an item associated with created host must be conFigured on the 

server. To build an action, we need a trigger. So a trigger is conFigured on the 

agent. Thus, if we want to monitor server A memory usage, we have to add 

the host against server A on the Zabbix  and conFigure an item for monitoring 

its memory usage. Then we have to conFigure a trigger on an agent that will 

inform the Zabbix server about high memory usage, and the server will notify 

the user. 

Sometimes there are warning indicators of an impending crisis. "Zabbix 

can detect these warning indications in advance, allowing it to avert or at 

least mitigate the severity of the problem"[36]. Zabbix is also very good at 

visualizing our network. It supports complicated networks by generating 

real-time charting of observed events and providing graphs, network maps, 

displays, and even slideshows. 

 3.4 ELK 
 

ELK stack is a collection of three open-source tools. E stands for Elas-

ticsearch, L stands for Logstash, and K represents Kibana. ELK stack stores 

and visualizes logs/data from different sources. Elasticsearch is both a search 

engine and an analytic engine. Logstash, as the name suggests, is used to deal 

with logs from different sources, convert and send them to Elasticsearch. 

Kibana allows users to view information from Elasticsearch using different 

visualization options available [37] 

 Elasticsearch 
 

Elasticsearch is a search and analytics engine that is open-source and distrib-

uted in nature. Elasticsearch allows us to save, search, and analyze large vol-

umes of data in milliseconds. Elasticsearch is a non-relational database, and 
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the data in Elasticsearch is stored in indices instead of tables. The quick 

search feature of Elasticsearch is because it searches an index rather than the 

text directly. Since it is a non-relational database, it has documents rather 

than tables and schemas. Elasticsearch offers REST APIs for storing and que-

rying data. It can also be considered a server because it ingests queries and, 

in return, gives data in JSON format. Elasticsearch has some logical and 

backend components that explain how data is arranged. 

 Document: 
 

Elasticsearch's primary logical idea is document. The document is the small-

est logical unit stored in Elasticsearch, and they are represented in JSON, the 

worldwide internet data exchange format. Multiple documents are stored in 

an Elasticsearch index. In relational databases, a row is the counterpart of 

the document in non-relational databases. An Elasticsearch document has a 

unique id and can contain multiple entries of a single record. 

 Index:  
 

An index is a grouping of documents with comparable qualities. An index in 

Elasticsearch is the largest object that can be queried. In a relational database 

schema, an index is analogous to a database. An index's documents are usu-

ally logically connected. It is recognized by a name so that it can be referred 

to for indexing, searching, updating, and deleting documents. 

 Inverted Index: 

 

It is a data structure used to maintain a relation between data and their places 

in a document/documents. It is like a HashMap data structure. An inverted 

index does not store strings directly but divides each document into several 

search terms. These search terms are then mapped with the documents in 

which they appear. 

 Cluster: 

 

A cluster is a collection of single or multiple Elasticsearch-linked node in-

stances. Elasticsearch cluster is used for scalability, resilience, and high avail-

ability. 

 Node: 
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A single instance that is running Elasticsearch is known as an Elasticsearch 

node. It usually is part of a cluster but can exist standalone as well. An Elas-

ticsearch node can be categorized further as a master, data, or client node. 

The node responsible for cluster-wide operations is known as a master node. 

Data nodes store data and perform data-relevant activities. Client node relay 

queries to respective nodes, either master or data depending upon the query. 

 Shards: 

 

Elasticsearch allows breaking the index into several sections known as 

shards. It is a unit for data distribution in a cluster. Documents in an index 

can be distributed across multiple shards which can be spread across numer-

ous cluster nodes, ensuring redundancy, and improving the performance of 

Elasticsearch. 

 Replicas: 

 

Elasticsearch replicas enable us to create replicas of the index's shards. A rep-

lica shard is a carbon copy of the primary shard. The purpose of replica 

shards is to make redundant copies of the primary shard to prevent data loss 

due to hardware failure and increase the number of read requests for search-

ing or fetching documents. 

 Logstash 
 

Logstash is the second tool in the ELK stack to deal with logs. It collects and 

analyzes the collected logs from targeted systems or applications before send-

ing them to Elasticsearch. It ingests data from system logs, application logs, 

and network logs changes it, and delivers it to Elasticsearch. It converts all 

sorts of data based on named fields and transforms them into a standard for-

mat. For example, Logstash can collect logs from web servers, different cloud 

platform instances, and databases and convert and publish them continu-

ously to wherever it needs to go. Logstash features a pluggable architecture 

with over 200 plugins. Logstash combines and orchestrates various inputs, 

filters, and outputs to function in pipeline harmony [38]. 

 Kibana 
 

"Kibana is a free and open frontend application that runs on top of the Elastic 

Stack and provides search and data visualization features for Elasticsearch-

stored data" [39]. Kibana allows us to analyze data from one Elasticsearch 
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index or many indices visually. The Kibana interface queries the data from 

Elasticsearch indices and then displays the data using custom chart choices 

or pre-conFigured applications such as time series visualization, Maps, 

lenses, etc. Users may select multiple chart kinds, adjust number aggrega-

tions, and filter to particular data segments. Different visualization tools, 

such as graphs, maps, and metrics, are grouped and arranged in a single pane 

known as the Kibana dashboard. Dashboards provide insights into data from 

several angles, allowing them to go deep into the specifics. 

The ELK stack is most commonly employed for applications that require a 

search platform to access, retrieve, and report data. Website searches that 

contain a large amount of material are becoming the primary focus for ELK.  

It is used by many businesses to examine various KPIs. This may entail ob-

taining data across multiple performance criteria that vary depending on the 

use case. Security analysis is another critical Elasticsearch analytics applica-

tion. The ELK stack can analyze access logs and other system security logs, 

offering a more comprehensive view of systems in near real-time. 

 3.5 Summary 
 

Prometheus is the most commonly used monitoring tool in cloud networks. 

The architecture and its pull-based mechanism make it ideal for cloud native 

applications. It helps organizations to give an insight into what is happening 

inside hundreds of microservices that form different applications. Since hun-

dreds of containers are running for a complex application, deploying such an 

application is tedious. Helm simplifies the deployment of these applications 

using a Helm chart. These charts contain all the manifest files required to 

deploy an application. The other monitoring tool used in the proposed mon-

itoring solution is Zabbix. It is a complete monitoring solution that is mainly 

developed for network monitoring.  
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4 Implementation 
 

This chapter lays out the implementation plan for our Kubernetes-based 5G 
drone application in a network slice. It describes the steps required to gather 
metrics from the cloud network and 5G network and visualize them.  
 4.1 Architecture 
 
The architecture of the proposed monitoring solution consists of Prometheus 

for cloud monitoring, Zabbix for 5G wireless network monitoring, and ELK 
stack for metric storage and visualization. UAV application is running on a 
cloud network and is being monitored by Prometheus. 5G phone and 
raspberry pi are mounted on the UAV to provide 5G internet connectivity and 
computing resources, respectively. The collected metrics are sent to the 

Zabbix server using the Zabbix sender utility through a 5G wireless network. 
A measurement job container is running inside the cloud network, which 
gathers metrics from Prometheus and Zabbix servers. After collecting the 
desired metrics, these are forwarded to the ELK stack for storage and 
visualization. Figure 2 represents the overview of the technical 

implementation carried out in this thesis. 
 

 

Figure 2: Architecture of proposed monitoring stack 
 

The technical implementation of near real-time monitoring solution consists 

of integrated domains. So going forward, we will split it into three parts to 

get a better grasp of implementation. 
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• Network slice implementation  

• UAV side implementation  

• ELK implementation 

 

4.2 Network slice implementation  
 

A preexisting Kubernetes cluster running on Aalto's on-premises cloud 

infrastructure is leveraged for implementing a cloud network. Using 

namespaces, Kubernetes provides a technique for segregating collections of 

resources inside a cluster [40]. Namespaces are a method of dividing cluster 

resources across many services or applications. In a Kubernetes cluster, 

network slicing is accomplished by using separate namespaces. Each new 

application will be installed in its namespace with its cluster resources, 

simulating the goal of network slicing. Figure 3 network slice 

implementation of the proposed monitoring solution. 

 

 

Figure 3:  Network slice implementation 
 

5G based drone application was deployed in one of the network slices. 

After the targeted application is installed, the next step is configuring 
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Prometheus for monitoring. By default, Prometheus scrapes all endpoints in 

every namespace of a Kubernetes cluster; thus, a single Prometheus 

deployment is sufficient to monitor various network slices. A Helm chart was 

used to deploy Prometheus on a Kubernetes cluster. Deployment of 

Prometheus is tedious as it contains multiple components that run as a 

container and integrate to form a monitoring stack. Helm carries out all this 

work. With the help of single helm command, all the components inside 

Prometheus were installed from the Helm artifact repository. Helm chart 

enables the installation of tens of config maps, secrets, and other Kubernetes 

objects useful for monitoring stacks. Appendix A.1 shows the command used 

to install the helm chart. Figure 4 depicts the many components that the 

Helm deployed. 

 

 

Figure 4:  Prometheus components running on Kubernetes 
 

The Prometheus operator manages and conFigures the Prometheus 

monitoring stack that runs on a Kubernetes cluster. Based on Kubernetes 

label queries, the controller builds settings for scraping metrics from targets 

automatically. This avoids the need to learn a Prometheus-specific 

configuration language. Kube-state-metrics is a monitoring tool that uses the 

Kubernetes API to offer metrics on the state of our cluster's objects. These 

indicators are pod status, node capacity, available deployment replicas, 

resource demands and limits, and many others. In a nutshell, it monitors the 

Kubernetes infrastructure itself. The component prometheus-prometheus-

kube-prometheus-20 is named on the third row. The Prometheus server 

handles all of the core operations, such as service discovery, fetching metrics, 

and pushing alarms. The final component is the node exporter, which 

communicates with the Prometheus server. It converts worker node metrics 

such as CPU use, server load, and so on to Prometheus metrics so that they 

may be scrapped. Other components, such as alert manager, push gateways, 

Grafana, and so on, can be installed, but we did not do so because they are 

not necessary for our scenario.  
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The Prometheus server oversees most of the monitoring stack's tasks. 

Following the service discovery, it obtains information about the scrap 

targets. It will begin extracting metrics from the node exporter after receiving 

target information. The node exporter ensures that the format of service 

metrics is consistent with Prometheus metrics. By default, the scraping time 

of the Prometheus server is 15 seconds. A scrapping time of 15 seconds 

implies that all targeted endpoints will be scraped every 15 seconds to obtain 

all metrics exposed by the target. All metrics retrieved are then saved in 

Prometheus storage. Whenever Prometheus queries a metric, the server 

retrieves it from storage and returns the data as a response. Prometheus 

server queries are sent in promQL format. In most cases, these requests are 

made by visualization tools, but in our situation, a measurement task running 

on our Kubernetes cluster will submit these questions to the Prometheus 

server. ELK-level implementation includes a detailed discussion of 

measurement tasks. 

After deploying the Prometheus monitoring stack, the following step is to 

choose the KPIs. Since many metrics can be scrapped, it is easy to become 

overwhelmed by analytics and lose sight of what is truly relevant to our 

application. We analyzed metrics about CPU, memory, traffic, and error rate 

of each component or pod in a selected application for network slice 

implementation. This thesis aims to achieve effective slice management by 

monitoring resources for each component inside a specific application. 

Google's cAdvisor [41] project began as a stand-alone project for 

collecting resource and performance information from running containers 

on a node. The cAdvisor is incorporated in the kubelet of Kubernetes. kubelet 

is in charge of all the containers on each node in the cluster. This is useful 

since we can skip another process in each node to get container metrics. All 

of the kublet's runtime metrics, as well as all of the cAdvisor data, are exposed 

via a /metrics endpoint in Prometheus exposition format. Table 1 presents all 

the metrics that are collected from the cloud network.  

 Table 1: Collected network slice metrics and their description  
Metric name Description 

 

 

 

rate (container_cpu_usage_sec-
onds_total {{namespace="net-
work_slice_01"}}[60s]) 

This metric indicates the CPU utilization of 

a pod by a user and a system, measured in 

vCPU (Kubernetes "cores") for the last 

minute. It is the sum of all replicas of a pod 

in a given network slice. This metric is 

measured in counters and requires a rate to 
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 be added to it. This query returns the 

number of cores used by each container in 

a particular network slice. 

 

rate(container_memory_us-
age_bytes 

{{namespace="net-

work_slice_01"}}[60s]) 
 

 

This measure indicates the actual memory 

utilization by a container in a specific 

network slice, averaged over the last 1 

minute. Bytes are the unit of measurement 

for this metric. 

rate (container_network_re-
ceive_bytes_total 
{{namespace="net-
work_slice_01"}}[60s]) 

 

This measure reflects the number of bytes 

received by the container across the 

network per second during the last minute 

in a specified network slice. 

 

 

rate (container_network_trans-
mit_bytes_total{{namespace="net-

work_slice_01"}}[60s]) 

 

 

This metric reflects the number of bytes 

transmitted over the network by the 

container per second in a specified network 

slice in the past minute. 

 

 

rate (container_network_re-
ceive_errors_to-
tal{{namespace="net-
work_slice_01"}}[60s]) 

 

 

This metric reflects the error in bytes 

received by the container per second across 

the network at the last minute in a specific 

network slice. 

 

rate (container_network_trans-
mit_errors_to-
tal{{namespace="net-
work_slice_01"}}[60s]) 

 

 

This metric reflects the error in network 

bytes transmitted by the container per 

second during the last minute in a specified 

network slice. 

 

 

We have examined the deployment and operation of the Prometheus 

monitoring stack and the selection of metrics in a network slice operating on 

Aalto's Kubernetes cluster up to this stage in network slice implementation. 
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4.3 UAV side implementation  
 

The focus of the second phase of deployment was on UAV-level metrics. 

This phase's primary goal is to collect Aalto's 5G network-related KPIs from 

the UAV end and transfer them to the measurement job running as a 

container on a cloud network. Zabbix is used to monitor KPIs linked to the 

5G network. A Raspberry Pi microcontroller is used to gather metrics, and a 

5G mobile phone is attached to the UAV for 5G communication. Appendix 

A.3 and A.4 contain specifications for a 5G mobile device and Raspberry Pi 

microcontroller. Figure 5 depicts a custom UAV with a 5G phone and a 

Raspberry Pi connected. Custom scripts gather UAV metrics, which are then 

delivered to a Zabbix server operating on Aalto's network through the Zabbix 

sender command line utility. 

 

  

 

Figure 5:  UAV side implementation  
 

The first task in the second phase of implementation is to prepare 

Zabbix. "Zabbix is an open-source distributed monitoring system for 

enterprises" [32]. When it comes to network performance monitoring, 

Zabbix is an excellent tool. It supports both polling and trapping. It enables 

active/passive modes for collecting various metrics. To examine  information 

on Zabbix server as well as alter settings, a web-based interface is employed. 

The steps for installing the Zabbix server are listed in appendix A.2. Zabbix 

version 6.2 is being used in our implementation. We are deploying Zabbix on 

one of Aalto's existing servers with a public IP address with which we may 

communicate. 
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The next step is to choose the 5G network-related KPIs after the Zabbix 

server is ready. We chose metrics based on four Golden Signals [42] 

measurements from Google and some others. Monitoring's four golden 

signals aretraffic, errors, delay and saturation. The time it takes for a system 

to reply to a request is referred to as latency. Traffic measures how much the 

service is in demand among users. The rate of requests that fail to be fulfilled 

is an error. The entire capacity of the service at any particular time is referred 

to as saturation. Custom scripts are written to collect the 5G network-related 

network-related KPIs at the UAV end. These custom scripts run on Raspberry 

pi, which is attached to a UAV. The metrics from the UAV end are listed in 

the table. 

 

Table 2: UAV side metrics and tools used for collection 
Metric name Description  Tools used to collect 

 
latency 

The time it takes for a system to 
reply to a request is referred to as 

latency. 

 
Ping utility 

 
Uplink_rate 

The maximum uplink rate at 

which data can be transferred 

through the network  

 
Iperf with tcp 

packets 

 
Downlink_rate 

The network's maximum 

downlink rate at which data may be 

sent.  

 
Iperf with tcp 

packets 

 
 

Jitter 

The delay in time between 

arriving data packets due to network 

congestion or route changes is called 

jitter.  

 
Iperf with udp 

packets 

 
Packet_loss 

Data packets that do not arrive at 

their destination after being 

transmitted through a network  

 
Iperf with udp 

packets 

 
Download_speed 

The download speed is the 

number of bits of data per second 

required to download data from a 

network. 

 
Speedtest 

 
Upload_speed 

Upload speed is the number of 

bits of data per second required to 

upload data to a network. 

 
Speedtest 
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ssRsrp 

The linear average of the received 
secondary synchronization signal 

level is SS-RSRP. The source 
elements are used to send these 

synchronization signals, which are 
unique to each cell. The intensity of 
signals from individual cells in 5G 
networks may be compared thanks 
to RSRP. It is a critical metric for 

cell selection and handover. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5G phone 

 
ssRsrq 

In 5G NR networks, SS-RSRQ is 

used to determine the quality of the 

radio channel.  

 
5G phone 

ssSiNR ssSiNR is used to measure the signal 

quality  

5G phone 

 

The next step is to collect these metrics when they have been chosen. A 

Raspberry Pi is mounted on top of the UAV to gather metrics. Raspberry Pi 

microcontroller runs the Raspbian OS. The same Raspberry Pi may connect 

UAV onboard sensors like temperature, humidity, and gas. Custom Python 

scripts are written on Raspbian OS to collect 5G network-related KPIs. These 

custom scripts are then run as custom system services since they must be 

available when the UAV is in flight. To obtain the necessary metric, open-

source applications such as Ping, Iperf, and Speedtest are employed within 

these scripts. Once the desired metric has been collected, the data from the 

airborne UAV is sent to a Zabbix server operating on Aalto's network.  

Due to the limited power and computing resources available to UAVs in 

flight, we must ensure that only the most essential processes are executed on 

the onboard Raspberry Pi. We can achieve this by using the Zabbix sender 

utility, as it does not depend upon any agent running on Raspbian to send 

metrics to the Zabbix server. The Zabbix sender command-line tool sends the 

collected data to the server for operational purposes [43]. A trapper item type 

must be set on the server to transmit results directly to Zabbix. The syntax 

for Zabbix sender is as follows. 

zabbix_sender -z 195.148.125.121 -s UAV_host -k metric.trapper -o 143 

z - Zabbix server IP 

s- Name of a host being monitored 

k - value of trapper in our case 

o - performance data 

 

The first metric which we are gathering is latency. The custom script 
created to gather 5G network delay is seen in the image below 
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 Figure 6: Custom script for latency 

 
A python module named pythonping is used in this script to submit an 

ICMP request to a remote server. The total number of sent packets is one. 

The average value of RTT is printed in response to this ICMP request. 

Zabbix Sender utility delivers the output of the latency script to the Zabbix 

server at 195.148.125.121. As a Zabbix trapper for latency metric, a unique 

"ping.trapper" value is utilized. This Zabbix transmitter script always runs, 

captures, and sends metrics to the server every two seconds. Figure 7 present 

the snippet of code for sending latency data to Zabbix server. 

 

 

Figure 7: Custom script for transferring latency metric  
 

 

Figure 8: script for running custom scripts as system service 
  

The code in Figure 8 is used to run custom scripts as system services at the 

UAV end. The ExecStart route refers to a custom script that collects metrics. 

Following the collection of delay measures, we are collecting jitter and 

packet loss metrics in a 5G network. We have installed an iperf3 server on the 

same computer as the Zabbix server. iPerf3 is a real-time tool for assessing 

the maximum attainable bandwidth on IP networks. It enables fine-tuning a 

variety of timing, buffer, and protocol variables. For each test, it displays the 

bandwidth, loss, and other parameters [44]. Iperf with UDP generates a 
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stream with a fixed bandwidth for measuring packet loss and delay jitter. The 

"iperf3 -s -p 5202" command conFigures the iperf3 server to listen on port 

5202 for UDP packets. 

 

Figure 9: Custom script for jitter and packet loss metric 
 

In the jitter script shown in Figure 9, we use the iperf3 python package. A 

client is conFigured with port number 5202. The remote server's IP address 

stays the same as that used for latency measurements. This script will return 

the jitter value in milliseconds, packet loss in percentage, and timestamp. 

 

 

Figure 10 Script for sending jitter and packet loss metrics to server  
The Zabbix sender tool sends the value of the jitter script to the Zabbix 

server as shown in Figure 10. As a Zabbix trapper for jitter and packet loss, a 

unique "jitter.trapper" value is utilized. The jitter, packet loss, and timestamp 

values are delivered to the Zabbix server as a single string. The code snippet 

is shown in Figure 10. 

The third script is in charge of the uplink and downlink throughput 

measurement of the 5G network. The amount of data that may be carried 

from a source to a destination in a certain period is called throughput. We 

use iperf3 with TCP traffic to measure throughput. The iperf3 server, which 

is used to measure jitter and packet loss, is utilized here on a different port. 

The "iperf3 -s" command was conFigured on the server to listen on port 5201. 
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 Figure 11: Custom script for throughput  
The iperf3 python library is used in the throughput script displayed in 

Figure 11. A client object is created with the protocol TCP and the port value 

5201. This script's output includes uplink and downlink throughput values 

and a timestamp. 

 

Figure 12: Script for sending throughput metric to server 
 

As illustrated in Figure 12, a string containing throughput data and a 

timestamp is transmitted to the Zabbix server with the key value set to 

"iperf.trapper." 

The fourth custom script is concerned with the speed of the 5G network at 

any given time. Speedtest uses the device's internet connection to measure 

the speed between the device and a test server [45]. Because the software 

runs on a Raspberry Pi, Speedtest will recognize it as a device. 

 

Figure 13: Script for collecting speedtest metric  
For acquiring 5G network speed, we use a Python package named 

speedtest in the script shown in Figure 13. The speedtest class generates an 

object named st, and the download and upload speed results are printed as 

output.  
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Figure 14: Script for sending speedtest metric to server 
The Zabbix sender tool sends the value of the Speedtest script to the 

Zabbix server. As the Zabbix trapper for the Speedtest metric, a unique 

"speedtest.trapper" value is utilized. The upload and download speed 

numbers are received and stored as a single string by the Zabbix server. 

At this point, we have gathered half of the required metrics. Now 

onwards, we will start gathering metrics dependent upon 5G phones. We use 

5G phones to measure the 5G network wireless domain. In our 

implementation, the 5G phone serves two purposes. It first gives 5G 

connectivity to the UAV, and then the measurements acquired by its antenna 

are imported to the Raspberry Pi and relayed to the Zabbix server. Ethernet 

tethering from a 5G phone connects the UAV to the network. A USB cable 

links the 5G phone to the Raspberry Pi's USB port, and then another cable 

connects the Raspberry Pi's USB port to the controller of the UAV. "The 

Tethering module shares an Android handset's internet connection with 

other connected client devices, which can connect to tethering devices 

through Wi-Fi, USB, Bluetooth, or Ethernet" [46]. 

Aalto's research network was employed in our 5G implementation. 

Aalto 5G is an internal research platform. Nokia 4G and 5G base stations 

power the Aalto network. Aalto 5G is the LTE-based Netleap's successor, 

which has now been expanded with additional 5G base stations and a local 

5G core. Aalto 5G connects to the internet and the Aalto internal network 

with reduced latency. On the platform, solutions comprised of mobile devices 

and servers in Aalto data centers may be created. The network provides 

coverage in UAV testing facilities. The research network is ideal for testing 

innovative mobile and IoT applications. Latencies are low enough to allow 

for the development of real-time applications [47].   

The 5G phone's antenna gathers ssRsrp, ssRsrq, and ssSiNR values of 

the 5G network. Since the 5G phone is already capturing these values, we do 

not need an extra antenna module on Raspberry pi. Using a 5G phone's 

antenna will save scarce onboard resources and makes metrics collection 

more efficient as a production-level antenna is being used. Since the metrics 

are being collected by 5G phone, we have to import them and send them to 

the Zabbix server and other metrics in near real-time. To interact with a 5G 

Android phone, we use the Android Debug Bridge (adb) utility running on 

Raspberry pi. The Android Debug Bridge (adb) provides a robust command-

line interface for communicating with devices.The adb command enables us 

to do device operations like app installation and debugging, as well as get 

access to a Unix shell. It is made up of three parts and works as client-server 

model. There is a client, a daemon, and a server involved. A client is 
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responsible for sending commands. The client is installed on UAV's 

Raspberry pi. An adb command can launch a client from a command-line 

terminal. A daemon (adbd) is a program that executes commands on a 5G 

phone. On each device, the daemon operates in the background. The server 

runs on Raspberry Pi of UAV and is responsible for interaction between client 

and daemon [48].  

The adb command line program on the Raspberry Pi requests that the adb 

daemon on the 5G phone send all wireless network data. This data contains 

a variety of other details, including network configuration. This information 

is dropped because it is unnecessary for our implementation and extracts the 

desired metrics instead. The script used to gather and retrieve desired 

metrics in near real-time is as follows. 

 

Figure 15: Script for collecting metric from 5G phone  
This script gathers ssRsrp, ssRsrq, and ssSiNR metrics values. The "Adb 

shell dumpsys" command reveals everything relevant to the 5G phone's 

telephony registry. This dump provides cell information for networks of 

other generations, such as 3G and 4G. We omitted network information and 

grepped cell information for the 5G NR network. This cell information 

provides a significant quantity of network configuration. We printed the 

value of the needed metrics using the awk function. Following the collection 

of metrics values, the "wireless.trapper" key is used to send them as a single 

string to the Zabbix server, as seen in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Script for sending wireless network metric to server 
 

Before sending the metrics to the Zabbix server, we must first set up the 

host on the Zabbix server. We must go to the Zabbix server frontend UI [49] 

to add the host. We select the host's subsection under the configuration 

section. On the host's page, we can add a new host. We fill up all of the 

essential parameters in the new host window. 
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Figure 17: Adding host on Zabbix server 
 

UAV metrics is the host's name. In our situation, we did not use any of the 

preexisting templates. Because the group's argument is required, we select 

the Linux servers' group because the Raspberry Pi runs Linux. We define 

what this host is used for in the description parameter and then activate it. 

Following adding a host, the following step is to add things connected to that 

host. As indicated in Figure 18, we shall choose items against the host's name 

for this purpose. 

 

 

Figure 18: Items against host in Zabbix server 
 

By selecting the items, we will be sent to a new page where we may choose 

to create a new item. A new window will open in which we must provide 

values for the parameters that have been requested. We will conFigure five 

items against the same host because we are utilizing five distinct types of 

metrics. Figure 19 describes the settings necessary to add the item. We must 

provide the item's name in the name column. Because we are using the 

Zabbix sender to communicate data from the UAV to the server, we will pick 

the Zabbix trapper from the list of available options in the type field. The 

most essential and required field is Key. This Key holds the Zabbix trapper's 

value. The value of the Zabbix trapper at the Zabbix sender and the Zabbix 

host item should be the same for a given metric category. If the trapper value 

is not the same at both ends, no data is received by the Zabbix server. We can 

specify the type of incoming data in the type of information field. We can 

specify the unit of incoming data in the unit field. The remaining mandatory 

parameters concern the storage time, for which we have chosen default 
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settings. We will enable the item by selecting the enabled field at the end of 

customizing things. 

 

Figure 19: Configuring trapper in Zabbix server 
We have five things set against the supplied hostname in total. The 

procedure for adding more items is shown in Appendix A.5. The procedure 

of adding items is the same, but the names and key values are different. 

Figure 20 represents all of the conFigured items. 

 

 

Figure 20: All the conFigured items on Zabbix server 
 

To conclude, custom scripts were written to capture metrics using open-

source utilities, and the Zabbix transmitter utility was used to send them to 

the Zabbix server operating on Aalto's network. The computational resources 

for collecting and transmitting measurements are provided by the Raspberry 

Pi mounted on the UAV. The 5G phone installed on the UAV is used to collect 

5G network measurements and to offer a 5G network connection. 
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4.4 ELK implementation 
 

In the final stage of implementation, ELK stack and measurement job 

deployment and their roles in our thesis are discussed. The measurement job 

is the main component of our thesis implementation. It is responsible for 

collecting the cloud-side metrics from the Prometheus server and UAV-side 

metrics from the Zabbix server and sending them to the ELK stack, where 

they are stored and displayed using the metric visualization tool.  

 

 

Figure 21: ELK side implementation  
The measurement job is an application that runs as a container in the 

Kubernetes cluster in the measurement-job namespace. It uses Prometheus 

and Zabbix APIs to interact with Prometheus and Zabbix server. Along with 

these APIs, it uses other python libraries such as time, os, uuid, requests, and 

JSON. Information about the Prometheus server monitored network slice, 

username, and passwords for Elasticsearch and Zabbix server, KPIs to 

monitor, are passed to this application using environmental variables. The 

application firstly will check the connection with the Prometheus server. 

Once the connection verification is done, it will check the network slice status 

in the Kubernetes cluster. After the network slice, it will verify the status of 

all the pods in that network slice. Once everything is ready at the Kubernetes 

cluster end, it will check for Zabbix server readiness. In the end, it will start 

gathering the metrics and sending them to the ELK stack. 

For collecting and sending KPIs, a function called 

"collect_and_send_kpis" is written in the measurement job. KPIs in 

measurement job are divided into three categories known as CPU, RAM, and 

Network. The KPIs to monitor are passed to the measurement job as 

environmental variables. In the CPU category, the metrics related to CPU 
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usage in a Kubernetes cluster are gathered; in the RAM category, RAM 

resources used in a Kubernetes cluster are collected, while in the Network 

category, metrics related to a cloud network and 5G wireless network are 

gathered. The data received from the Zabbix server contains multiple metrics 

as a single string, so a split is used to receive different metrics from a single 

trapper. For sending the metrics to the Elasticsearch index python request 

module is used. The endpoint used for our ELK stack is defined in the 

measurement job code. The source code of the measurement job is listed in 

appendix A.6. 

Secondly, at this level of implementation, we will deploy the ELK stack. 

The ELK Stack may be installed in various ways and on various operating 

systems and environments. ELK may be deployed locally or in the cloud using 

a configuration management tool, or It can also be installed using packages 

or tarball. In our scenario, the ELK stack and Zabbix server both are running 

locally. The steps involved in installing the ELK stack locally are shown in 

appendix A.7. 

After installing ELK locally, the next step is to create an Elasticsearch 

index. Elasticsearch indexes are groups of linked JSON documents. 

Elasticsearch indices are JSON items kept in a single index unit. 

Elasticsearch exposes its services via a sophisticated and user-friendly REST 

API. This feature enables us to perform actions on the Elasticsearch cluster 

via HTTP requests. As a result, we construct a new index using the create 

index API. For index creation, an HTTP request is sent to the Elasticsearch 

server running on 195.148.125.121 port 9200. The HTTP request contains 

credentials for authentication and index name. Many other parameters, such 

as mappings, settings, number of shards, and number of replicas, can be 

passed, but we are using the default configuration for the index. The HTTP 

request used is shown below 

curl -u username:password -XPUT” "http://195.148.125.121:9200/aalto-in-
dex1?pretty  

Aalto-index-1 is the name of index being requested to Elasticsearch for 
creation. Since we are using default parameters the output of aalto-index-1 is 
as below: 

{ 

  " aalto-index-1" : { 

    "mappings" : { }, 

    "settings" : { 

      "index" : { 

          "allocation" : { 

            "include" : { 

              "_tier_preference" : "data_content" 
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            } 

          } 

        }, 

        "number_of_shards" : "1", 

        "provided_name" : "aalto-index-1", 

        "creation_date" : "1645354776000", 

        "number_of_replicas" : "1", 

        "uuid" : "fhTibOF2RFa3IqVzSdSgrg", 

        "version" : { 

          "created" : "7170399" 

        } 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

Once the index is created, the next step is to set up Kibana to display the 

metrics. For setting up, we visit the Kibana endpoint 

"http://195.148.125.121:5601". After authentication, we will be directed to 

the landing page, as shown in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Kibana landing page 
 

From the options available on the left pane of the page, select stack 

management > index patterns > create index pattern. In creating the Kibana 

index pattern, we pass the name of the index pattern. The name of the Kibana 

index pattern should be such that it should match Elasticsearch index Aalto-

index-1. So, we selected the name as aa*, as it corresponds to Aalto-index-1 

Elasticsearch index. Once the index pattern is created, we can see it on 

Kibana's index-patterns page. 
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 Figure 23: Kibana index pattern 
 

After Kibana's index pattern creation, the next step is to discover the data 

sent to Elasticsearch index Aalto-index-1. For this purpose, we select 

analytics > discover and select aa* index pattern, which will display all the 

data passed to the Aalto-index-1 index. 

 

Figure 24: Metrics in Kibana 

We can explore the received data by selecting any document shown on the 
discover page. On this page, we can analyze each document received. For 
creating a dashboard of received data, we select analytics > Dashboards > 
create dashboards > Create visualization. Here we will select Kibana's index 
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pattern aa*, showing all the fields available in the Elasticsearch index 
pattern. 

 

 Figure 25: Visualization in Kibana 

 

Visualization is easy; we must drag and drop the desired field from 

available fields in the index pattern. Once all the visualizations are saved and 

added to the dashboard, the dashboard is saved with the name Aalto's 

dashboard. The final version of our implemented dashboard is shown in 

Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Kibana Dashboard for 5G based drone application 
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5 Evaluation 
 

The previous chapter detailed the processes required to gather metrics and 

implement a near real-time monitoring system. This chapter evaluates 

metrics gathered during a UAV flight.  

 

5.1 Cloud metrics evaluation 
 

The trial flight is carried out on Aalto's premises within a controlled 

environment, and Aalto's 5G network is used for 5G connectivity. The drone 

used for the trial is custom-made. The weight of the UAV carrying our 5G 

phone and Raspberry pi is almost 2.5kg. The total duration of a UAV flight is 

around 10-11 minutes, with an average altitude of 30-35 meters. 

Our 5G based drone application consists of many microservices running 

together in Aalto on-premises cloud. The application contains the frontend 

microservice responsible for managing the UI part of the application. Using 

frontend microservice, we can add a new UAV to the platform, monitor IoT-

related data (if sensors are onboard on UAV), prepare flight plans, control 

the drone remotely and view the near real-time location of the drone on UI. 

Auth microservice is responsible for the authentication of the user accessing 

the frontend microservice. Auth-DB is just a simple database storing 

authorized users' data. The backend microservice is where the logic of the 

whole application is running. It is responsible for the operations happening 

on the frontend. The df-deployment and tk-deployment microservices 

integrate metrics collected with near real-time positioning of UAV for 

different future use cases and did not have any role in our trial.  

RabbitMQ microservice is a message broker responsible for forwarding 

messages between producers and consumers. In our application, one 

RabbitMQ topic exchange known as "telemetry exchange" is used, to which 

all the messages with different routing keys (depending upon the use case) 

are forwarded, and consumers subscribed to specific queues of this exchange 

gets the desired message. The next is Kubernetes-API microservice, which 

provides communication between our other microservices and microservice 

orchestrator (Kubernetes in our case). This microservice is generally used for 

creating a drone controller on the request received from the backend. The 

last and most important service is the drone controller microservice. This 

microservice is responsible for controlling the UAV in flight. 

After briefly introducing each microservice in our 5G based drone 

application, we will evaluate KPIs collected. The Figures shown in this 

chapter are collected from the Kibana dashboard directly. We will evaluate 
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metrics related to cloud resource utilization first and then network-related 

metrics accordingly. 

Figure 27 shows that out of nine microservices, three microservices 

backend, RabbitMQ, and Kubernetes-API are the most prominent ones. 

Because of their functionalities, these three microservices are constantly 

processing data during flight. On average, the amount of CPU utilization by 

these three microservices during each minute is around 0.02 % of the total 

CPU resource. At the end of the flight, there is a sudden spike in CPU 

utilization for the backend microservice, which indicates that during the 

landing of the UAV, some processes inside the backend microservice are 

utilizing more processing power than usual. 

 

Figure 27: CPU utilization graph in Kibana 

The metrics collected regarding memory utilization in cloud network 

shows a constant trend. The unit of this metric is bytes. Figure 28 shows the 

memory utilization by each microservice in terms of bytes. The memory 

utilized by auth microservice is the highest (400 MB), while the frontend uses 

the least amount of memory (9 MB) during flight. While all the other 

microservices are using an almost constant amount of memory, we can see a 

slight increase in memory utilization for the RabbitMQ microservice. High 

memory utilization by auth microservice during flight is abnormal because, 

during the flight, there is no authentication happening on the frontend. In 

the future, the data collected using this metric will help us develop this 

microservice resource efficiency.  
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Figure 28: Memory utilization graph in Kibana 

The third most important metric in terms of resource utilization is traffic. 

Traffic is the amount of data flowing in or out of a specific interface or service. 

Figure 29 and 30 present the number of bytes received and transmitted by 

each microservice. Regarding traffic, only two microservices are dominant, 

Rabbitmq and backend microservices. The highest number of bytes received 

by the Rabbitmq microservice is 7ooo (7 KB) per minute, while the average 

incoming number of bytes for the backend microservice is 2500 bytes (2.5 

KB). In terms of transmitting bytes, the highest number of bytes transmitted 

by the Rabbitmq microservice is 13800 bytes (13.8 KB), while the average of 

transmitted bytes for the backend microservice is 1200 bytes (1.2 KB). 

 

 

Figure 29: Cloud receive bytes graph in Kibana 
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 Figure 30: Cloud Transmit bytes graph in Kibana 

When traffic transmission and reception occur, the error is the factor to 

investigate. The error usually occurs due to network collisions, checksum 

errors, time to live exceeds, full queues, and packet retransmission. Ideally, 

in our trial, the number of error bytes at the microservice level during the 

flight was zero. Figure 31 and Figure 32 represent the number of errors 

during the flight. 

 

 

Figure 31: Cloud receive error graph in Kibana 
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 Figure 32: Cloud transmit error graph in Kibana 
5.2 Network metrics evaluation 

After evaluating cloud network-related KPIs, next, we will evaluate 5G 

network side metrics. In the previous chapter, we discussed gathering 

metrics on the UE end using Raspberry pi. The 5G phone mounted on the 

UAV provides internet connectivity using Aalto's research 5G network.  

The latency of a network is one of the core network monitoring metrics. It 

is described as a delay in communication over a network. It is also known as 

the lag in standard terms. Long delays in the network can create a bottleneck 

in communication. One of the leading causes of a network delay is distance. 

The longer the distance, the higher the latency. The other main reason for 

high latency can be a hardware issue. The value latency of Aalto's 5G network 

captured is an average value of 19ms. The value of latency captured is high, 

keeping in view the requirement of URLLC in 5G networks (less than 1 ms). 

There are multiple reasons for a slightly high latency value. Firstly, Aalto 5G 

network is a non-commercial research-oriented network that uses the sub-6 

band for communication; secondly, the distance of the UAV trial site from 

gNodeB is more than 500 meters. If the number of gNodeBs is increased and 

the distance of UAV to gNodeB is reduced, and a higher FR2 band is used, 

the network's latency will undoubtedly drop. 

In wireless networks, jitter causes a delay in packet transmission, which 

can result in poor quality of service. High jitter is a big problem for real-time 

applications. Jitter is usually measured in milliseconds (ms). Figure 33 

presents its value in our 5G network. On the y-axis, the value of the jitter is 

plotted. The value of the jitter during the start of the flight is relatively low as 
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compared to the value at the end of the flight. During the flight, the highest 

jitter value is 6ms while the lowest is 4ms. 

 

 

Figure 33: UE network jitter graph in Kibana 

Packet loss is one of the metrics that is considered worth monitoring. 

Packet loss is the number of packets lost during the transmission of packets 

from source to destination. Packet loss typically occurs due to network 

congestion, software bugs, hardware issues, and other factors. Packet loss sits 

in a trio with other primary network performance metrics (latency and jitter). 

From Figure 34, we can see that packet loss and jitter are somehow 

associated with each other. The packet loss graph follows the same trend that 

the jitter graph followed. Packet loss of almost 4% is observed at the start, 

and 0.5 % packet loss is observed at the time of landing.  

 

 

Figure 34: UE network packet loss graph in Kibana 
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After evaluating network latency, jitter, and packet loss, we will study 

metrics captured using a 5G phone built-in antenna. The captured metrics 

are related to the radio part of the 5G network. SSRSRQ represents the 

received quality of the signal in the 5G network. The higher the value of 

SSRSRQ, the better the quality of the signal. During our trial, the value of 

these metrics remains constant throughout the flight. Figure 35 presents the 

value of SSRSRQ, which is -11.  

 

 

Figure 35: ssRSRQ graph in Kibana 

After SSRSRQ metric evaluation, the SSRSRP metric is evaluated. 

SSRSRP is the linear average of the received secondary synchronization (SS) 

signal level. These SS signals are specific to each cell. It is because of SSRSRP 

that the strength of signals between individual cells in a 5G network is 

compared. Hence this parameter plays a vital role in handover or cell 

selection. In Aalto's 5G research network, there is only a single gNodeB, so 

handover does not happen even though the received signal power is relatively 

low. From Figure 36, we can see that at the start of the flight, the value of 

SSRSRP is -95 dBm, but it drops to -100 dBm and remains constant for the 

rest of the flight. There are multiple reasons for low signal power. Firstly, the 

distance between UAV and gNodeB is more than 500 meters. Secondly, 

multiple buildings exist between the testing site and gNodeB, which also 

affects the propagation of the wireless signal. 
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Figure 36: ssRSRP graph in Kibana 

ssSINR is one of the most critical metrics in the 5G wireless network. 

ssSINR stands for secondary synchronization Signal to interference and 

noise ratio. It is the ratio of the SS signal divided by the interference and 

noise. A higher value of ssSINR is desired in a 5G network. In our trial, the 

value of ssSINR can be seen in Figure 37. The value of ssSINR almost remains 

constant in our case. It started with a value of 19 and ended at 20.  

 

 

Figure 37: ssSINR graph in Kibana 

After evaluating metrics related to the wireless signal of the 5G network, 

we are going to observe wireless channel throughput, upload, and download 

speed. For throughput measurement, we are using iperf utility. UAVs 

raspberry pi is sending and receiving dummy traffic to iperf server to 

measure the throughput of the 5G wireless channel. Figure 38 represents 
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throughput for both uplink (UAV to iperf server) and downlink (iperf server 

to UAV) rates. The highest uplink throughput recorded during the flight was 

approximately 75.2 Mbps at the start, while 72.4 Mbps was the highest for 

the downlink. These values are pretty low if we compare them with the 

throughput achievable in a 5G network. The reason for such throughput rates 

is the higher distance of UAV from the base station. The distance is more than 

500 meters which is the major factor of low throughput rates.  

 

 

Figure 38: Throughput graph in Kibana 

Lastly, we will evaluate the speed of the 5G network using the Speedtest 

utility. With the help of a speedtest, we can measure the current connection's 

maximum speed. This test is done by uploading and downloading sample 

files to nearby test servers and recording the speed. Figure 39 shows both the 

upload and download speed of the 5G network UAV connected. The highest 

value for download is 125 Mbps, while for upload, it is 27 Mbps. 
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Figure 39: Speedtest graph in Kibana 

If we analyze the result of throughput and speedtest metrics, we can see 

that these do not correspond to achievable data rates in a 5G network. In our 

UAV trial, there are multiple reasons for this trend of throughput and 

speedtest metrics. Firstly, when open-source utilities send or receive traffic, 

other near real-time traffic (telemetry data) is also flowing simultaneously. 

These open-source utilities do not consider this near real-time traffic in 

results. Secondly, we are using USB tethering for internet connectivity. The 

port on UAV's raspberry pi 3+ supports only a USB 2.0 interface. Using the 

USB 2.0 interface in our trials also hampers the throughput and speed of test 

results. Lastly, we are using Aalto's 5G network for internet connectivity 

which is intended for research purposes. This network's maximum upload 

and download speeds are around 30 Mbps and 300 Mbps, respectively. So, 

all these factors add up and limit throughput and speedtest metrics during 

flight. 

Evaluation of all the metrics discussed in this chapter points out the 

significance of monitoring KPIs.  Monitoring these metrics in near real-time 

gives us insight into our 5G based drone application and 5G network. 

Monitoring points out that auth microservices in our application are utilized 

high amounts of memory. It also points to some abnormalities in CPU 

utilization by the backend microservice. It also points toward constraints 

related to the hardware being used in the trial. 
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6 Summary and Future work  
 

This thesis addressed the issues of how to properly monitor and analyze the 

performance of 5G-based drone application and corresponding UAV 

network. We provided an overview of the available literature on cloud 

application monitoring. This demonstrated that, while various monitoring 

tools are available, Prometheus stands out in cloud monitoring. For UAV's 

network monitoring, we are using Zabbix because of extensive customization 

and less footprint. Its agentless approach fits the UAVs network monitoring 

side. 

After selecting the proper monitoring tools for our monitoring stack, we 

gave an overview of the tools used in our implementation. We explained the 

architecture of Prometheus and its components. How different Prometheus 

components work together to form a formidable monitoring solution. We 

gave an overview of Helm and its significance and explained how it simplified 

the deployment of Prometheus in our implementation. We discussed 

different components of Zabbix and explained the features which make 

Zabbix distinct in terms of network monitoring tools. We briefly discussed 

different components that make up the ELK stack and how data is stored in 

Elasticsearch and visualized using Kibana. 

Implementation of the drone application monitoring stack is divided into 

three phases Network slice implementation, UAV side implementation, and 

ELK implementation. The deployment of Prometheus on Kubernetes 

running on Aalto's on-prem cloud infrastructure is discussed in network slice 

implementation. After the deployment, metrics related to resource utilization 

of cloud infrastructure are discussed. In UAV side implementation, setting 

up the Zabbix server on Aalto infrastructure and collecting and sending the 

metrics related to the 5G network from UAV is elaborated. In the last part of 

the implementation, ELK is set up to receive and visualize metrics from the 

cloud and 5G network in near real-time. To evaluate a near real-time 

monitoring stack, a trial UAV flight was conducted. The monitoring stack 

pointed out the abnormalities in resource utilization by some of the 5G based 

drone application microservices in a network slice. It also presents insight 

into UAV's 5G network connectivity. With the help of the monitoring stack, 

we could point out performance constraints in the 5G network during UAV 

flight. 

Concerning future work, the addition of new metrics related to the 

Kubernetes cluster would improve the overall efficiency and performance 

monitoring. It will undoubtedly help reduce the time required for 

troubleshooting the 5G application deployed in a cloud network. The other 
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thing which can be improved is Zabbix host (UAV) communication with the 

Zabbix server. Currently, UAVs are communicating with the Zabbix server 

without any encryption enabled. PSK or certificates can be used while the 

UAV sends the metrics to a server to avoid intentional tampering with 

metrics. 

Since the metrics are stored in the ELK stack, the analysis feature of the 

ELK stack can be used for near real-time metrics analysis. When analyzed, 

metrics can provide various insights about 5G drone applications and 5G 

networks. It can provide information on the application's health and any 

irregularities. The analysis aids in improving customer integration, detecting 

anomalies, and mitigating fraud. Finally, it would be beneficial to evaluate 

the present KPIs because many UAV applications demand complicated KPIs 

such as low latency, coverage, and high data rates. After validating the 

collection of typical KPIs, UAV verticals will be able to monitor and manage 

network slices running UAV applications. 

Overall, this thesis offered scholars and industry practitioners essential 

and valuable information on the issue of cloud monitoring. While our work 

covered only some monitoring tools, the reader should have gotten insight 

into solving the complex challenges of monitoring 5G-based drone 

applications. The essential point is that successful monitoring of 5G-based 

drone applications requires a solid foundation of metrics (acquired from the 

cloud and 5G network) and an excellent monitoring stack. 
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 Appendix A.1 Deploying Prometheus  
 

#Installation of Prometheus  

 
helm repo add prometheus-community https://prometheus-community.github.io/helm-

charts 

helm repo update 

helm install prometheus -n monitoring prometheus-community/kube-prometheus-stack 

 

 A.2 Deploying Zabbix server  
 

Listing – Installation of Zabbix server 

 
# setting the Apache server 

sudo apt  install httpd -y 

sudo systemctl enable httpd 

sudo service httpd start  

# setting database to store metrics 

mysql -u root -p 

CREATE DATABASE zabbix_storage character set utf8 collate utf8_bin; 

GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON zabbix_storage.* TO zabbix@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 

not_secure_password; 

FLUSH PRIVILEGES; 

QUIT; 

# Installing Zabbix server 

sudo dnf -y install https://repo.zabbix.com/zabbix/6.2/rhel/8/x86_64/zabbix-release-

6.2-1.el8.noarch.rpm 

sudo dnf -y install zabbix-server-mysql zabbix-web-mysql zabbix-apache-conf zabbix-agent 

# Importing the initial schema and data for the Zabbix server  

sudo su - 

zcat /usr/share/doc/zabbix-server-mysql*/create.sql.gz | mysql -u zabbix -p zabbix 

# Editing Zabbix server configuration file at /etc/zabbix/zabbix_server.conf 

sudo vi /etc/zabbix/zabbix_server.conf 

DBName=zabbix_storage 
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DBUser=zabbix_storage 

DBPassword=not_secure_password 

# Restart and enable Zabbix services 

system zabbix-server zabbix-agent httpd php-fpm restart 

sudo systemctl enable zabbix-server zabbix-agent httpd php-fpm 

 A.3 5G phone specifications 
 

Listing – specification of 5G phone  

"Phone model: Nokia XR20 

Max network speed: 5G 

Network bands (5G NR): (International) n1, n2, n3, n5, n7, n28, n41, n66, n77/n78; (US + 

LATAM) n2, n5, n25, n38, n41, n48, n66, n77, n78 

CPU: Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 480 5G Mobile Platform 

RAM: 6 GB 

Operating System: Android™ 11" [50] 

 

A.4 Raspberry pi specifications 
 

Listing  – specification of Raspberry pi  

 
"Raspberry pi model: Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 

CPU: 1.4GHz 64-bit quad-core processor 

RAM: 1 GB 

WLAN: 2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN 

Ethernet interface: Gigabit Ethernet (maximum throughput 224 Mbps) " [51] 

 A.5 Configuring Items on Zabbix server 
 

Listing  – Configuration of Iperf trapper Item 
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Listing  – Configuration of Jitter trapper Item 

 

 
 

Listing  – Configuration of speedtest trapper Item 
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Listing  – Configuration of wireless trapper Item 

 

 
 A.6 Measurement job source code 
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Listing  – Source code of Measurement job 
 
from prometheus_api_client import PrometheusConnect 

from pyzabbix.api import ZabbixAPI 

import toolz, datetime , time , os ,requests , json 

import uuid 

 

ZABBIX_STATUS = False 

PROM_STATUS = False 

NS_STATUS = False 

PODS_STATUS = False 

COUNTER  = 0 

id_for_publisher = uuid 

 

 

host_for_prom = os.getenv('PROM') 

# getting client credentials for authorization  

client_id_for_ELK = os.getenv('CLIENT')                               

client_secret_for_ELK = os.getenv('SECRET') 

username_for_zabbix = os.getenv('ZABBIX_USERNAME') 

password_for_zabbix = os.getenv('ZABBIX_PASSWORD') 

# frequency of getting data from UE 

frequency = os.getenv('FREQ')                                

namespace = os.getenv('NS') 

trial_id = os.getenv('trialID') 

newkpi = os.getenv('KPI') 

r_kpis = newkpi.upper() 

prom = PrometheusConnect(url =host_for_prom, disable_ssl=True) 

 

endpoint= "http://195.148.125.121:9200/aalto-index-1/_doc" 

 

 

def check_resource_status(resource,resource_function,requested_ns): 

    COUNTER = 0 

    while(resource != True): 

        time.sleep(5) 

        if resource == PROM_STATUS: 

            resource = resource_function() 

        else: 

            resource = resource_function(requested_ns) 

        if resource == True: 

            return True 

        elif COUNTER == 15: 

            return False 

        COUNTER +=1 

         

 

def check_prometheus_status(): 

    prom_status = prom.get_current_metric_value('(kubelet_running_pods)') 

    prom_status = int(prom_status[0]['value'][1]) 

    if prom_status >= 1: 
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        return True 

    else: 

        return False 

 

 

def check_namespace_status(requested_ns): 

    total_namespaces_in_k8s = [] 

    total_namespaces_result = prom.get_current_metric_value("kube_namespace_cre-

ated") 

    for i in range(len(total_namespaces_result)): 

        total_namespaces_in_k8s.append(total_namespaces_result[i]['met-

ric']['namespace']) 

    if requested_ns in total_namespaces_in_k8s: 

        return True 

    else: 

        return False 

     

 

def check_pods_status(requested_ns): 

    total_pods = [] 

    pods_status = [] 

    total_pod_state_result = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'(kube_pod_sta-

tus_ready{{namespace="{requested_ns}",condition="true"}})') 

    for i in range(len(total_pod_state_result)): 

        total_pods.append(total_pod_state_result[i]['metric']['pod']) 

        pods_status.append(total_pod_state_result[i]['value'][1]) 

    if len(total_pods) > 0 and '0' not in pods_status: 

        return True 

    else: 

        return  False 

 

def check_zabbix_status(): 

    global zapi,host_id 

    try: 

        zapi = ZabbixAPI(url='http://195.148.125.121/zabbix/', user=username_for_zabbix, 

password=password_for_zabbix)        # connecting to Zabbix server  

        for h in zapi.host.get(output="extend"): 

            if h['host'] == 'zabbix':               # The name of our host defined in zabbix server is 

zabbix 

                host_id = h['hostid'] 

                return True 

    except: 

        return False 

 

def collect_and_send_kpis(r_kpis,requested_ns): 

    Kpis = {} 

    r_kpis = r_kpis.split(",") 

    localtime = datetime.datetime.utcnow().isoformat()+"Z" 

    PODS= [] 

    pod_data = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'(container_cpu_user_seconds_to-

tal{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container="POD",service="kubelet"}})') 

    for i in range(len(pod_data)): 
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        PODS.append(pod_data[i]['metric']['pod']) 

 

    if "CPU" in r_kpis: 

        cpu_data = {"name":"CPU_measurement","unit":"%"} 

        CPU_usage = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'rate(container_cpu_user_sec-

onds_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container=""}}[60s])') 

        CPU_usage = CPU_usage* 100 

        CPU_timestamp = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'timestamp(con-

tainer_cpu_user_seconds_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}"}})') 

        CPU_timestamp = (CPU_timestamp[0]['value'][1]) 

        for i in range(len(CPU_usage)): 

            cpu_usage = float(CPU_usage[i]['value'][1]) 

            cpu_usage = f'{cpu_usage:.4f}' 

            cpu_data[CPU_usage[i]['metric']['pod']] = float(cpu_usage) 

        cpu_data['kpitime'] = CPU_timestamp 

        Kpis["Cloud_CPU"] = cpu_data 

 

    if "RAM" in r_kpis: 

        mem_data = {"name":"memory_measurement","unit":"bytes"} 

        memory_usage = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'(container_memory_us-

age_bytes{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container!=""}})') 

        memory_timestamp = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'timestamp(con-

tainer_memory_usage_bytes{{namespace="{requested_ns}"}})') 

        memory_timestamp = (memory_timestamp[0]['value'][1])  

        for i in range(len(memory_usage)): 

            memory_usage_value = (memory_usage[i]['value'][1]) 

            mem_data[memory_usage[i]['metric']['pod']]= int(memory_usage_value) 

        mem_data['kpitime'] = memory_timestamp 

        Kpis["Cloud_Memory"] = mem_data 

     

    if "NETWORK" in r_kpis: 

 

        receive_bytes_data = {"name":"Network_downlink_measurement","unit":"bytes"} 

        receive_bytes = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'rate(container_network_re-

ceive_bytes_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container!=""}}[60s])')  

        receive_bytes_timestamp = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'timestamp(con-

tainer_network_receive_bytes_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}"}})') 

        receive_bytes_timestamp = (receive_bytes_timestamp[0]['value'][1]) 

        if receive_bytes == []: 

            for i in range(len(PODS)): 

                receive_bytes_data[PODS[i]]= int(0) 

        else: 

            for i in range(len(receive_bytes)): 

                receive_bytes_value = receive_bytes[i]['value'][1] 

                receive_bytes_data[receive_bytes[i]['metric']['pod']] = int(round(float(re-

ceive_bytes_value),0)) 

        receive_bytes_data['kpitime'] = receive_bytes_timestamp 

        Kpis["Cloud_receive_bytes"] = receive_bytes_data 

 

        transmit_bytes_data = {"name":"Network_uplink_measurement","unit":"bytes"} 

        transmit_bytes = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'rate(container_network_trans-

mit_bytes_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container!=""}}[60s])')  
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        transmit_bytes_timestamp = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'timestamp(con-

tainer_network_transmit_bytes_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}"}})') 

        transmit_bytes_timestamp = (transmit_bytes_timestamp[0]['value'][1]) 

        if transmit_bytes == []: 

            for i in range(len(PODS)): 

                transmit_bytes_data[PODS[i]]= int(0) 

        else: 

            for i in range(len(transmit_bytes)): 

                transmit_bytes_value = transmit_bytes[i]['value'][1] 

                transmit_bytes_data[transmit_bytes[i]['metric']['pod']] = int(round(float(trans-

mit_bytes_value),0)) 

        transmit_bytes_data['kpitime'] = transmit_bytes_timestamp 

        Kpis["Cloud_transmit_bytes"] = transmit_bytes_data 

 

        receive_error_data = {"name":"Transmit_error_measurement","unit":"bytes"} 

        receive_errors = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'rate(container_network_re-

ceive_errors_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container!=""}}[60s])')   

        receive_errors_timestamp = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'timestamp(con-

tainer_network_transmit_errors_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}"}})') 

        receive_errors_timestamp = (receive_errors_timestamp[0]['value'][1]) 

        if receive_errors == []: 

            for i in range(len(PODS)): 

                receive_error_data[PODS[i]]= int(0) 

        else: 

            for i in range(len(receive_errors)): 

                receive_errors_value = receive_errors[i]['value'][1] 

                receive_error_data[receive_errors[i]['metric']['pod']] = int(receive_errors_value) 

        receive_error_data['kpitime'] = receive_errors_timestamp 

        Kpis["Cloud_receive_error"] = receive_error_data 

         

        transmit_error_data = {"name":"Transmit_error_measurement","unit":"bytes"} 

        transmit_errors = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'rate(container_network_trans-

mit_errors_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}",container!=""}}[60s])')   

        transmit_errors_timestamp = prom.get_current_metric_value(f'timestamp(con-

tainer_network_transmit_errors_total{{namespace="{requested_ns}"}})') 

        transmit_errors_timestamp = (transmit_errors_timestamp[0]['value'][1]) 

        if transmit_errors == []: 

            for i in range(len(PODS)): 

                transmit_error_data[PODS[i]]= int(0) 

        else: 

            for i in range(len(transmit_errors)): 

                transmit_errors_value = transmit_errors[i]['value'][1] 

                transmit_error_data[transmit_errors[i]['metric']['pod']] = int(transmit_er-

rors_value) 

        transmit_error_data['kpitime'] = transmit_errors_timestamp 

        Kpis["Cloud_transmit_error"] = transmit_error_data 

 

        if ZABBIX_STATUS == True: 

            data = zapi.item.get(hostids=host_id) 

            if data[0]["status_codes"] =='200': 

                try: 

                    iperf_data = str(data[0]["lastvalue"]) 
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                    iperf_data = iperf_data.split("\n") 

                    uplink_rate_data = float(iperf_data[0]) 

                    downlink_rate_data = float(iperf_data[1]) 

                    iperf_kpi_time = float(iperf_data[2]) 

                    Kpis["uplink_rate"] = uplink_rate_data 

                    Kpis["downlink_rate"] = downlink_rate_data 

                    Kpis["iperf_kpi_time"] = iperf_kpi_time 

                except: 

                    pass 

 

            if data[1]["status_codes"] =='200': 

                try: 

                    jitter_loss_data = str(data[1]["lastvalue"]) 

                    jitter_loss_data = jitter_loss_data.split("\n") 

                    jitter_data = float(jitter_loss_data[0]) 

                    packet_loss_data = float(jitter_loss_data[1]) 

                    jitter_loss_kpi_time = float(jitter_loss_data[2]) 

                    Kpis["jitter"] = jitter_data 

                    Kpis["packet_loss"] = packet_loss_data 

                    Kpis["jitter_loss_kpi_time"] = jitter_loss_kpi_time 

                except: 

                    pass 

             

            if data[2]["status_codes"] =='200': 

                try: 

                    speedtest_data = str(data[2]["lastvalue"]) 

                    speedtest_data = speedtest_data.split("\n") 

                    downloadspeed_data = float(speedtest_data[0]) 

                    uploadspeed_data = float(speedtest_data[1]) 

                    Kpis["downloadspeed"] = downloadspeed_data 

                    Kpis["uploadspeed"] = uploadspeed_data 

                except: 

                    pass 

 

            if data[3]["status_codes"] =='200': 

                try: 

                    wireless_ss_data = str(data[3]["lastvalue"]) 

                    wireless_ss_data = wireless_ss_data.split("\n") 

                    ssRsrp_data = float(wireless_ss_data[0]) 

                    ssRsrq_data = float(wireless_ss_data[1]) 

                    ssSiNR_data = float(wireless_ss_data[2]) 

                    level_data = float(wireless_ss_data[3]) 

                    Kpis["ssRsrp"] = ssRsrp_data 

                    Kpis["ssRsrq"] = ssRsrq_data 

                    Kpis["ssSiNR"] = ssSiNR_data 

                    Kpis["level"] = level_data 

                except: 

                    pass 

 

if data[4]["status_codes"] =='200': 

                try: 

                    latency_data = str(data[4]["lastvalue"]) 
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                    Kpis["latency_data"] = latency_data 

                except: 

                    pass 

 

    data_to_send = {"Kpis":Kpis} 

     

    data={ 

        "ComponentID": "AALTO", 

        "DataObject": data_to_send, 

        "KPIDataID": "00000000-0000-4444-8888-FEEDDEADBEEF", 

        "Task": "UC3SC2", 

        "TaskCorrelationID": "1", 

        "Timestamp": str(localtime), 

        "TrialID": str(trial_id), 

        "markings": [ 

             

        ] 

    } 

 

    response=requests.post(endpoint, data=json.dumps(data))  

    print(data) 

    time.sleep(int(frequency)) 

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

    PROM_STATUS = check_prometheus_status() 

    print("Checking connection with prometheus") 

    if PROM_STATUS == False: 

        PROM_STATUS = check_resource_status(PROM_STATUS,check_prometheus_sta-

tus,namespace) 

    if PROM_STATUS == True: 

        print("prometheus connected") 

        print("Checking namespace in K8S") 

        NS_STATUS = check_namespace_status(namespace) 

        if NS_STATUS == False: 

            NS_STATUS = check_resource_status(NS_STATUS,check_namespace_sta-

tus,namespace) 

        if NS_STATUS == True: 

            print("namespace exists") 

            print("Checking PODS status in K8S") 

            PODS_STATUS = check_pods_status(namespace) 

            if PODS_STATUS == False: 

                PODS_STATUS = check_resource_status(PODS_STATUS,check_pods_sta-

tus,namespace) 

            if PODS_STATUS == True: 

                print("PODS are up and running") 

                ZABBIX_STATUS = check_zabbix_status() 

                try: 

                    print("Zabbix server connectivity is okay") 

                except: 

                    time.sleep(10) 

                finally: 

                    while(True): 
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                        collect_and_send_kpis(r_kpis,namespace) 

            else: 

                print("PODs are not ready yet in k8S") 

        else: 

            print("namespace does not exists in K8S") 

    else: 

        print("Issue in connection with Prometheus") 

     

 A.7 Deploying ELK locally 
 
 
# Adding Elastic’s signing key 

curl -fsSL https://artifacts.elastic.co/GPG-KEY-elasticsearch |sudo gpg --dearmor -o 

/usr/share/keyrings/elastic.gpg 

# Installing necassary packages 

sudo apt-get update  

sudo apt-get install apt-transport-https 

# Adding repo to main repo list 

echo "deb [signed-

by=/usr/share/keyrings/elastic.gpg]https://artifacts.elastic.co/packages/7.x/apt stable 

main" | sudo tee -a /etc/apt/sources.list.d/elastic-7.x.list 

# Installing elasticsearch 

sudo apt-get update  

sudo apt-get install elasticsearch 

# Setting host ip address and port  

sudo vim /home/ubuntu/es/elasticsearch.yml network.host: “195.148.125.121” 

http.port:9200  

# Start the service 

sudo service elasticsearch start 

# Installing Kibana  

sudo apt-get -y install kibana 

# Setting parameters for kibana 

sudo vim /home/ubuntu/visualize/kibana.yml server.port: 5601 server.host: 

“195.148.125.121”elasticsearch.hosts: “http://195.148.125.121:9200” 

# Start kibana service 

sudo service kibana start 

 


